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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITl'EE FOR AERONAUTICS 
RESEARCH MEHOR.AlIIDUM 
AN DNECTIGATION OF THE L.l\.TERAL~CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF SPOILERS ON A HIGH-ASPECT-RATIO WJ}TG OF NACA 65-210 
SECTION IN Tlill L.ANGLEY 8-yOOT HIGH-SPEED TUNNEL 
By Arvo A. Luoma 
A three-dimensional lateral -control investigation was made of 
3 - and 6-percent -chord spoilers projecting on the uppel' surface of 
a wing of high-aspect ratio. The spoilers were located ahead of 
conventional 0.20-chord str aight-sided-profile pl ain ailerons and 
tests were made IVith the spo:l_lers at the 60- and. 70-percent-chor d 
l ocations . Ailerons and spoil ers had the same span of 37·5 -percent 
wing semispan Spamrise loadings and moments and rolling-moment 
coefficients we:~e determined from pr essure-distribution measurements . 
Hinge-moment data for the conventional aile~con \.-Tere obtained by an 
electrical st:cain gage . Data "reloe obtained - or Mach numbers up 
to 0·925. 
The spoilers gave larc;e rolling moments at Mach numbers belOi'" 
the Mach number corresponding to the break in the rolling-moment -
coefficient curves· There vT8s an appreciable increase in spoiler 
control w:i. th increase in Mach munber at speeds belmT the rolling-
moment-break Mach number ; at speeds above the roll ing-moment-breruc 
Mach number there was an abrupt decrease in rol ling-moment coefficient. 
At high supercritical speeds the 6-~ercent-chord spoilers stil l 
developed notable rolling-moment coefficients. The effectiveness of 
the 3-percent-chord spoilers at high supercritical speeds varied from 
completely ineffective to reJ.atively effectiye (compared to the 
effectiveness of the 6-pe:ccent-chord spoilers) , depending on Mach 
number and angle of att ack . The spoilers at the 6o-percent -chord 
location were found to be superior to the spoilers at the 70-percent-
chord l ocati on for developing r olling moment. Calc1J~ations at a 
Mach number of 0.88 indicated that for the same roll ing effectiveness 
spoilers at t he 60-percent-chord location gave smaller wing-twisting 
moments than at the 70-pe::c'cent-chor d location and that spoilers at 
either location gaye app-eciably smaller Wing-twisting moments than 
did the plain ailerons . Spoilers reduced. aileron hinge moments for 
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Mach numbers to approximately 0 . 83. At higher speeds the effect 
of the spoilers on aileron hinge moments was irregula~ . 
OO'RODUCTION 
A comprehensive wind-tunnel research p~ogram has been under-
taken by the I ational Advisol'y Committee fo:..· Aeronaut cs to provide 
aerodynamic data for use in the design of a militEQ'Y airplane to 
ope:-catc at level flight speeds of 80 percent of the speed of sound. 
The various phases of this progr am ru·e rerJOl·ted in references 1 to 7. 
Tests to determine the aerodynamic characteTisticB of 0 . 20-chord 
plain a ile::.' ono on a high- e.s:,?ect ··ratio HinB ( reference 1) showed. that 
the conventional ailerons experienced appreciable losses in effective -
ness at high supercritical speeds as a r esult or adverse compressi-
bili ty eff ects. Addi t lonal losses in rolling clue to wing twj.st 
become sel'iou.s at t hese speeds, especially when thin 1Vings of large 
span are used . "lind-tunnel investigations have indicated that 
spoile:cs ShovT promise, of use as a lateral-control d.evice at hiGh 
speeds} either alone or in combination with conventional ailerons, 
because s ]?o11ers retain a large degree of control at high speeds 
(references 8 and 9) a..Tld proCl.uce l ess \'ling tvTist tha'l1 conventional 
ailel'ons of equal effectiveness (refe::.,'ence 10) . 
The :9resent tests were made to dete:;:'IDine the sui tabili ty of 
spoilers as a means of improving the r olling-m.oment and w1ng-tW'ist 
ch8l'acteristics at high superc:;."it i cal speeds of the i'Ting-aileron 
combination r~ported in refe~ence 1 . Two 8?oiler projections and 
t\fO chordi-r1se l ocations on t he upper surface of the wing vTere tested. 
Spanwis e 10adiI1..gs and Tolling and pitching characteristics were 
obtained from pressure-diqtribution measurements . The effect of 
the spOiler on the hinge-moment coefficient of the conventional 
aileron was also dete:::wined. Test data 1-Tere obtained for Mach 
m1mbers from 0 . 1~0 to 0 ·925 · 
SYMBOLS 
The symbols used herein are defined as fol101'T8: 
a. angle of attack of fini te ~ spa.l1 .ring 
V velocity in undisturbed str eam 
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P static pressure in und.isturbed stream 
Pl . local static pressure at a point on airfoil section 
p mass density in undisturbed stream 
a speed of sound in undj8tl~bed stream 
q dynamic pressure in undistur bed stream (~pv2) 
. (p p\ 
P pressure coefficient \ 2 q- ) 
Pcr cri t ica l pressure coefficient; tha t is, the pressure coefficient 
at any point on airfoil surface where the local velocity 
is equal t o the local velocity of sound 






a ileron deflecti on; positive for downward def lecti on 
absolute value of total aileron def' l e ction with ailerons 
at equal positive and negative deflections 
span of wing; model value, 3.15 feet 
dis tance along semispan from :r:ef'lectlon plane 
distance along semispan from r efl ection plane t o inboard 
end of aileron 
distance along semispan from ref l ecti on plane to outboard 
end of aileron 
span of aileron and spoiler; model value, 0·590 ft (ba = Yo - Yi) 
section chord of wi ng 
distance along chord from leading edge of airfoil section 
distance along chord from leading edge of airfoi l section to 
location of spoi ler on surface of wing (fig . 3 ) 
spoiler projection normal to wing surface (f i g . 3) 
spoiler location at a section in terms of the local section 
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spoiler projection at a section in terms of the local 
section chord of i.fing 
area of complete lYing; model value) 1.10 square feet 
mean aerodynamic chord of wing; n~del value, 0.37 f oot 
r: J1 0/2 ~ ~' = ~ 0 c2 ~:; 
ca section aileron chord measured along airfoil chord line 
from hinge axis of aileron to trailing ed@8 of airfoil 
Ca root-mean-square chorcl of aileron; model V'alue, 0.0534 foot 
~ /1 {I Yo _. ) ca = V' b/ ' ca2 dy I a . y' Ij 1 
Ha aileron hinge moment 
aileron hinge ·-moment coefficient 
resultant ~ressure coefficient across aileron seal 
(DP = (~alue of P below seal) - (V'alue of P above seal» 
Cn section normal-force coefficient of 'ITing from pressure-
distribution data cn = ~JIC (PL - Pu) ax c 0 
change in section normal-·force coeffiCient of airfoil due 
to spoiler projection and/or aileron deflection 
j 
(PL .. Pu) - (PI~ - Pu) oa=Oo 
\_ hs/c:O .lax 
cm section pitching-moment coeffiCient of airfoil about quarter-
chord point from pressure-distribution dataj pitching 
moment due to chord forces not included 
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change in section pitching-moment coefficient of airfoil 
about quarter-chord point due to spoiler projection and/or 
aileron deflection 
eN normal-force ooeffioient. of semispan wing 
CN 
_
_ g [b/2 
cnc dy 
SIO 
Cm pi tching-moment coefficient of semispan wing about quarter-
chord line of wing 
2 /'1 b/2 
Cm = --, cmc2 dy Sc (j 0 
~m change in pitching-moment coefficient of semispan wing about 
quarter-chord line of 1.,ing due to spoiler projection 
and/or aileron deflection 
2 f, b/2 
t1J ;: - 6c c2 dy 
m So'l m 
. 0 
rolling-moment coeffiCient, due to spoiler prOjection and/or 
aileron deflection, about axis collinear "\.,1 th chord line 
:in r ef.lElcticn plane 
1 lb/2 C~ = - - b.cncy dy 
Sb 10 
Subscripta: 
U upper surface 
L 10"\0[er surface 
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APPARATUS AND HETHODS 
Apparatu~. - The tests 'I'rere made in the Langley 8-foot high -speed 
tunnel, which is a single -return closed-throat tunnel with an air-
stream turbulence that is small but slightly higher than free air. 
The ,'/'ing used for the lateral-control investigation of the 
spoilers "ras the same wing used in the aileron te sts of reference 1. 
The wing was supported in the 'vind tunnel on a vertical steel 
plate as shovm in figure l(a). This plate has a modified -ellipse 
section of 50-inch chord and a maximum thickness of 1.5-percent 
plate chord . A spoiler mounted on the upper surface of the wing is 
shovm in fieures l(b) and l(c). The wing had an NACA 65 -210 airfoil 
section, an aspect ratio of 9 .0, a taper ratio of 2 .5 :1.0, no 
sweepback of the quarter-chord line, no twist, or dihedral, and a 
tip ,.,hich had the dimensions given in table I. (See also fig. 2 .) 
The effective span of the model wing was 37.8 inches , the root chord 
was 6 inches, and the tip chord was 2.4 inches . Ordinates of the 
NACA 65-210 airfoil section are given in table II. A more complete 
description of the mod.el ano. additional information concerning the 
test setup are to be found tn reference 3 . 
Steel spoilers having a cross section approximately triangular 
were mounted on the upper surface of the wing directly in front of 
the conventional ai lerons. The spoilers had a smooth, SOlid, 
plane surface normal to the wing surface and facing the air flow 
(fig. 3). The span of the spoiler was the sa..me as that of the 
aileron, 37.5 percent of the wing semispan, with the inboard end of 
the spoiler and aUeron at the 60-percent -semispan station (fig . 2). 
Tests were made with the spoilers located at the 0 .70-chord line of 
the 'Vring surface and also at the 0.60 -chord line of the wing surface . 
~.,o spoiler projections of 3 and 6 percent of the local wing chord 
were 1ncluded in the tests. 
The aileron was of the plain type with no aerodynamic nose 
balance. The profile of the aileron was stralght sided) defined 
by straight lines tangent to the aileron nose radius and passinB to 
the trailing edge, re sul tine; in a trailing-edge angle of' , 11 .10 ' 
(fig. 3). The aileron had a chord 20 percent of the local wing 
chord and was supported on two hinges located approximately 25 percent 
of the aileron span from either end of the aileron . 
Twenty static -pressure orifices vrere placed at each of eight 
stations along the wing span (f i g . 4). The spamvise locations of 
these stations in percent of the semispan were 11, 20, 30, 43, 
56, 64, 80, and 95 . The four inboard stations were placed on the 
left half of the 'Iving, and the four outboard stations on the right half. 
Pressure data at stations within the aileron span were obtained at 
stations 64, 80, and 95 percent of the semispan. 
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Test procedure.- Normal-force, pitching-moment, and rolling-
moment data Vlere obtained from static pressure-distribution measure-
ments and are for aileron sealed-gap conditions. Hinge-n~ment data 
for the aileron .Tere obtalned by electrical strain-gage measurements 
and are for an unsealed aileron with a gap approximately 0 .003 of 
the wing chord. Aerodynamic data were obtained. for angles of 
attack of -20 , 0°, 2°, 40 , 7°, and 10° at Mach numbers of 0.40 
and 0.60 and for angles of attack of -2°, 00 , 20 , 40 , and 70 at Mach 
numbers of 0.76, 0.8~, 0.83, 0.88, 0 .91, and 0.925. The Reynolds 
nmuber based on the mean aerodynamic chord of the model wing 
(0.37 ft) varied from 900,000 at a Mach number of 0 . 40 to 1,400,000 
at a Mach nuraber of 0.91. 
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Static pressure ··distribution and aileron hinge-moment measurements 
were made for the spoiler configurations at the 70"percent-chord 
location at aileron deflections of approximately 0°, -3°, and _6°. 
Pressure measureroonts for the spoiler configurations at the 60-percent-
chord location were made at aileron deflections of approximately 0° 
and -30 • Aileron hinse-moment data Ivere obtained for the configuration 
wi th the 6 -percent··chord spoiler at the 60-percent-chord l ocation 
at aileron deflections of aP9roximately 00 and -30 and for the 
configuration wi th the 3-pel"cent-chord s:poiler at the 60-percent-
chord l ocation at an aileron deflection of approximately 00. 
Corrections.- Tunnel-wall interference corrections based on 
model, or solid, constriction and wake constriction have been applied 
to the Mach number and the dynamic pressUJ.~e except at the highest 
Mach number. The corrections were very small and amounted to a 
maximum of about 1 percent at a Mach number of 0.91 as determined 
from calculations using the methods of references 11, 12, 13, 14 and 
the drag data of references 3 and 5 . The tUD~el choked in the 
present tests at an uncorrected Mach number of 0.95. Son~ tendency 
toward choking could be expected at an uncorrected Mach number of 0.925 
as indicated by measurements made in the tests of reference 3. Since 
the rrethods used in estin~ting t unnel-wall interference corrections 
become unreliable at Mach numbers in the vicinity of choke, no 
corrections have been made at an uncorrected Mach number of 0 . 925. 
There is also question about the reliability of wind--tunnel data at 
speeds in the vicinity of cholee. The general trends shown by the 
data at an uncorrected Mach number of 0 .925, however, are believed 
to be correct. No corrections have been applied to the rolling-
moment or hinge-moment coefficients . A discussion of corrections 
to lateral-control coefficients is given in references 1 5 and 16. 
RESULTS 
In the reduction of the data, plots were made of the section 
pressure distributions and these plots ,.rere then mechanically integrated 
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to give section normal··force and pitching-moment coefficients. These 
section coefficients were used in deternuning spanwise force- and 
moment-loading diagrams. Wing normal-force and rolling-moment 
coefficients were determined from mechanical integration of the 
span\>Tise force -loading pl ots} and ,ving pi tchinc;-moment coefficients 
were obtained from lJ:echanical integration of the spamvise moment-
loading plots. Previous tests (reference 1) had shown that tbe 
spamrise -loading curyes could be satisfactorily faired without test 
points at the 20- and 43-percent-semispan stations, and in order to 
reduce the large amount of computing required, the pressure data 
for these two stations were not worked up . 
Chordwise pressure distributions at the 8o -percent-semispan 
station (approx. midspan of aileron and spoiler) for the wing with 
and without spoilers are shown in figures 5 to 8 . Data for angles 
of attack of 00 , 20 , 40 , and 70 and for Mach numbers to 0 .925 
have been included. The aileron deflection for the various 
configurations vtas approximately 0 0 • Difficulty was experienced in 
accurately setting the aileron deflection a t ~r particular value . 
but the effects of the variation in deflection are small and have 
been neglected in the discussion of these fiB~s . 
The rolling"illoment coefficient for the spoiler and the sealed 
aileron are plotted aga inst He.ch number in fi gure 9 and against 
aileron deflection in figure 10. Also included in fie;ure 10 for 
comparative purposes are rolling-illoTI~nt data for the wing with no 
spoiler from the tests of reference 1 . Fi&;,'Ure 11 is a comparison 
of the compressibility effects on the rolling-moment coefficj.ent of 
the spoilers and the total rolling .. moment coefficient of the wing 
with no spoiler at e~ual positive and negative aileron deflections . 
The total aileron deflection is designated 60a . 
Plots of wing normal-force coefficient against Mach number are 
given in figure 12. In figure 13 are ShO'ID average values of normal-
force-curve slope DeN/ ~ obtained between angles of attack of 00 
and 40 as a function 0 Mach nuraber for an aileron deflection of 00 . 
Spanwise section loadings cncb/S are shown in figures 14 to 23 for 
two spoiler prOjections and tvro chord,fise locations on the upper 
surface of the wing with the aileron approxili~tely neutral and at small 
negative deflections . For purposes of comparison, spanwise section 
loading data from reference 1 for the "no -spoiler" configuration 
at an aileron deflection of 0 .50 have been included in figure 14. 
SpamYise distributions of section moment factor cmc202/S2 are 
given in figures 24 to 33 . Experimental data of the nature shown 
in figures 14 to 33 at the speeds covered in the present tests are 
meaeer and not readily available for reference. It is believed that 
these plots will be found to be of general interest in bringing 
out the effects of compressibility on spanwise loadings and of specif ic 
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usefulness for design purposes . Wing pitching-moment coefficients 
based on the wing mean aero~ynamic chord are plotted aRainst Mach 
number in figtrre 34, and incremental wing pitching-moment coeffi-
cients .6Cm due to spoiler projection are plotted against Mach 
number in figure 35. 
Figure 36 shows aileron hinge -moment coefficient plotted 
against aileron deflection for the several spoiler configurations. 
Hinge-moment data for the unsealed aileron with no spoiler from the 
tests of reference 1 are also included in figure 36. The variation 
of the hinge-moment coefficient of the aileron with Mach number 
and angle of attack are snown in figures 37 and 38, respectively. 
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A comparison of the effects of compressibility on the aileron hinge-
moment coefficient at equal positive and negative aileron deflections 
with and without a spoiler ahead of the upgoing aileron is shown in 
figure 39. The total aileron deflection is designated 65a · The 
hln@6-moment data are for an unsealed aileron with a gap approxi-
mately 0.003 of the local vring chord. The smallness of the electrical 
strain gage which had to be used with the model wing coupled with 
severe operating conditions of high speeds, temperatures, and 
aileron loads impaired the accuracy of the hinge -moment measurements. 
An idea of the preciSion of the data can be obtained from the 
scatter of test points of figure 36. The general compressibility 
effects on hinge-moment characteristics, however, are well brought 
out by the data. 
Data of average resultant-pressure coeffiCient across the aileron 
seal are given in figure ~·O. The data of figv.re 40 are for totally 
sealed conditions and are not directly applicable to the hinge-
moment data of these tests which are for an unsealed aileron. The 
seal pressures are presented to ShovT the compressibility trends and 
for use in estimating the amount of aerodynamic balance of an 
internally balanced sealed aileron system. 
DISCUSSION 
Section Pressure Distributions 
The eeneral nature of the action of a spoiler on the air flow 
about a wing for Mach numbers to 0.925 is illustrated by th~ chordwise 
pressure distributions shown in figures 5 to 8 for the wing with 
and without spoilers. These pressure data are for the 8o-percent-
semispan station, which is approximately t;,he midspan of the spoiler 
and aileron. 
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A spoiler mounte d on the upper surface of a wing generally 
modifies the flow of air about the .,ing by slowing up the air on 
the upper surface ahead of the spoiler and by speeding up ~he air 
along the lower surface. The speeding up of the flow probably 
can be explained by the more negative pressures (due to the 
separated flow· aft of the spoiler) existing at the trailing edge of 
the wing which would tend to accelerate the lower-surface flo",} and 
by the change in flow about the airfoil nose due to the more positive 
pressures ahead of the spoiler . The control produced by the spoiler 
at low speeds as indicated by the pressure data of these tests is 
due from one -half to hm-thirds to retarding the flow on the upper 
surface . At hi@l supercritical Mach numbers the effect of the 
spoiler is almost wholly due to retarding the flow on the upper 
surface, the velocities along the l ower surface being only slightly 
affected. for the most part. If the flow is already supersonj.c at 
the trailing edge, then the separated flm., from a spoiler would not 
be expected to affect the low·er-surface flow to any appreciable 
extent. Under such conditions} however} if the action of the spoiler 
is great enough to give subsonic velocities ahead of it on the upper 
surface extending to the leading edge of the airfoil then the loy,er -
surface flow ~~y still be affected to some extent as indicated by 
figures 6(a) and 8(a ). 
Since the performance of a spoiler is a function of the boundary-
layer thickness at the spoiler l ocation) an increase in boundary-
layer thiclmess in terms of the spoiler projection can be expected 
to result in a decrease in spoiler effectiveness . Aggravating the 
adverse preSS1ITe gradients on an airfoil results in a thickening 
of the boundary layer} and if the pre ssure gradients are severe and 
associated with compression shock, as is generally true at super-
critical speeds, then a separation of the flow may result. An 
increase in angle of attack usually agljravates the adverse pressure 
gradients on the upper surface of an airfoil and a loss in spoiler 
effectiveness generally results w·ith increase in angle of attack 
as shown in figures 5 to 8. This loss is indicated in the pressure 
plots by the smaller extent of the more positive pressures ahead of 
the spoiler. At high supercritical speeds a loss in spoiler effective-
ness occurs, particularly for the 3-percent-chord spoilers (figs. 5 
and 7) . Apparently, a thiclc boundary layer or separation of the 
flow has resulted . The Mach number at which this loss in effective -
ness occurs decreases; as would be expected, with an increase in 
angle of attack. At very high supercritical speeds where the flow 
oyer the upper surface is corupletely supersonic, except in the 
vicinity of the leading edge, the pressure gradients tend to become 
favorable and there probably is improvement in the boundary -layer 
conditions with the separation point moving toward the spoiler . 
This is the probable explanation for the gain in effectiveness as 
shown by figure 5(d)} for example) at the highest speeds . 
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~o1ling-}A.Oi.'nent Cht1..racteristics 
General compx:~iDi.1i t;y effects . - The general effects of 
compressibility on rolling-moment coefficient are simila.r for all 
spoiler config1).rations (fig. :]). There is first an appreciable 
improvement in rol1ing-l.10ment coeffiCient with Mach number and. then 
a t speeds above the tiach nw!ber corresponding to the break in t.he 
rolling··mo:ilent-coefficient cUJ.~';es there is an abrupt a.ecreas'S in 
rolling-molnent coe:f'f:i.cient , Both tha incree.sc ana. clec:cease in 
rolling-moment coo,ffjcient with Mach number become more grD.dual at 
an anele of attack of 7°, At any given engle of attack the rol11ng-
mO}j.!0nt -breal~ Mach number i8 approxi.mately the same for all the 
s!loiler configurations tested) and varies from 0.33 at an angle 
of attack of _20 to about 0.5'( at .;l .. ll. anGle of attac~ of 7° (fig. 9)· 
At very high superr.ritica1 speeds all the spoil~r configtITations 
show a notable increase in rolliag -moment coefficient at an 8...'"lgle 
of attack of 70 . The s eme lmilroVei1l3nt j.n effectiveness at very 
high supercri tical speeds is also shovm to a lesser extent by the 
data at an angle of attack o:f 2.:°. This gain ::.n ef'fecti veness 
probabl;y is associated ,·,i th the j.lllprcven;.ent of the pre s sure gradients 
on the upper stITi'ace of the airfoil at these speeds end the consequent 
iraprovement in boundary -layer conditions and se:;?aration tendencies . 
Figure 11 is a comparison of the compressibility effects on 
the rolling-moment coefficient of the spoiler coni'i 2,-urati0ns and 
the winG 'vith no spoiler at eCl.ual p08i tive and negativ", aileron 
deflections. It shoJ~d be noted that the total span of the two 
ailerons for i"hich data are presented in figure 11 vms twi ce that 
of the spoiler. Spoilel' s}.la.n is not limi ted by trailing edge flaps 
as aileronfl ,·,ould be) so that i nS1:tfficiency of s:;;Joiler control at 
low speeds could be remedied by increasing the spoiler span. The 
i mprovement in rolling-moment coeffi cient ,d til Mach nUill.ber ifi3 seen to 
be gL'eater for the spoiler configurations, At 10vl angles of atta.clc 
the rolling-l1lof,;ent-brea1( Mach nwnber is higher for the spoiler 
configurations and the decrease :in coefficient at supercritical 
Mach nUlllbers is less for the spoiler canfi Gvr a tions, At low angles 
of attack and high supercritical speeds the 6-percent-chord spoiler 
produces more rolling IIl0Bent than the plain ailerons deflected tlOo . 
A t large angle s of a ttac1c and hie;h supercri tical speeds the plain 
ailerons are relatively more effective than the spoilers end do not 
show the larg'S decrease in rollinG-moment coe:'ficient E'.t super-
critlcal speeds cha.racteristic of the spoilers. 
Spoiler pro.jecMon, - The increase in rolling -moll'..ent coe.i't:icient 
wi th Mach llUlllber D11d tne S!1arpne sa of the de crease of rollingc..liloment 
coefficient at supercritical speeds are essentially the same for the 
3- and 6 -percent-chord. spoilers at a given spoiler location (figs. 9(a), 
9(b), 9(c), and 9(d )) . In s~ite of the large decrease in r olling-
moment coefficient at supercritical speeds the 6-percent -chord 
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spoilers still develop a rolling-moment coefficient at a Mach number 
of 0 · 90 from 50 t o 100 percent of the values developed at a Mach 
number of o· 1~0. The effectiveness of the 3 - percent - chord spoilers 
at high supe:.ccri tical speeds varies from completely ineffective to 
relattvely e'fective (compared to the eff ectiveness of the 6-percent -
chord spoilers ), depending on Mach number and. angle of attack 
( fig . 10 ). 
Spoiler location. - At the Im.rest angl e of attack at low speeds 
a change in spoiler location from the 70- to the 60-percent - chord 
location had little effect on the rolling-moment coeffi cient of 
eithe:;:' the 3- or 6-percent - chord spoilers ( fig . 10). With increase 
in angle of attack, hm.ever, the effectiveness of the spoilers at the 
6o - percent - chord location oyer that at the 70-per cent-chord l ocation 
generally becomes increas ingly greater. This difference in eff ective-
ness ,·,ith angle of attack pr obably can be attributed to the smaller 
growth in boundary l ayer wi th increase in fu'1g1e of attack at the 
more forward spoiler location. 
The rise in rolling-moment coefficient with ·Mach number is 
generall y greater for the spoilers at t he 60-percent - chord l ocation 
and the sharpness of the a.ecrease in roiling -moment coefficient at 
supercritic al speeds is approximately the SP.JJ1e for both locations. 
The 6o-rercent - chord spoiler location is seen to be superior to 
the 70-percent - chOl~d location for devel oping rolling moment. Two -
dimensional wind-turmel tests made at the Ames Laboratory conclude 
that 1vhen spoilers are used on an NACA 65 -210 airfoil section f or 
l ateral - control purposes the 50 -percent - chord location is better than 
the 30- and 70 -percent - chord l ocat i ons on the basis of m0re s atis -
factory rolling and yawing characteristics . 
Ail e:con efr ecti veness · - The variation of rolling-moment coefficient 
wi th aileron d~:nection is generally less for the spoiler configurations 
than for the no - spoiler configuration at speeds below t he rolling-
moment -break Mach numbe~:, and approximately the srune at speed.s above 
the rolling-mom'9nt -break Mach number ( fig . 10). In other vnrds , the 
spoilers generally affect the s l ope dC'L/doa adversely at lmv 
speeds and have small effect at high 8upercl'it ical speeds. At an 
angle of attack of 7° ) however , the s l ope dC'Ll dOa is U':;'2erally 
affected adversely t"Yt:coueho'Ll.t the speed range and the data show 
'that for cel·tain ranges of aileron deflection at high supercritical 
speeds the combined effectiveness of the 3 -percent - chord s~oilers 
and. the aileron i s l ess than that of the a i leron alone (fig . 10 (e)) . 
CONlTIDENTIAL 
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Normal-Force Character i st ics 
Wing nor.mel -force co~fficien~ .- Compressibility effects on wing 
normal-foTce coefficient al'e very simil ar f or all opol1er configurations 
(fig . 12). The magnitude of the compressibi l ity effects is not as 
€Feat as that ShOi-ffi by the wing with undefl ected aileron and no spoiler 
(fig. 12(a») but i s quite l ike that of the pl ain aile~on at l arge 
negative deflections (reference 1). The Mach m!.lJlber corresponding 
to the break in the wing normal-force - coeffi cient curves is approxi -
mately the same as the Mach nlIDlOer corresponding to the break in the 
rol11ng-moment-coefficien-s CUTv-es at moderate angles of attack and is 
some,,,hat gl'eater at the largost angl es of attack ( figs . 12 and 9) . 
The variation of wine normal "fo:cce coeffici ent ",i th ail er.on 
deflection is quite similar f or the va-dous spoiler configurations 
{fig . 12). The 8-1'011e1'8 at the 60 -pe:;:ocent -cho1'd l ocation have a 
greatej.· effect, for the most )!ar.t , i n l'educing the IVing normal-force 
coefficient than the spoilers at the 70-percent -chord l ocation 
(fig. 12). The effect of the sIJoil e1's at supercritical Mach numbers 
is to increase the no:cmal-foTce "curve slo~?e 6CN/m over that of 
the plain ,·ring (fig. 13) · An increase in normal-force - curve sl ope 
means a greater d.ampine; -moment coefficient in Toll at these high 
speecls for the '''ing with spoil ers . A simil aY' increase in lift -
curve slope at superc:1:'itical speeds i s shown by the b'lo -dimensi onal 
wind-tlmnel tests made at the Ames Laboratory of spoilers on the 
NACA 65-210 airfoil section for the 50- and 70-percent -chord 
locations . 
Spamrise l~iM' - The Cl1.Y.'VeS of spanwise loading cncb/ S for 
the spoiler configurations (figs . 14 to 23 ) are simil ar to those 
for the conventional plain ailel"On at negative deflections (reference 1). 
The irregular load distributions and large chanGes in angle of zero 
nor mal force at Mach numbers above 0 . 83 , characteristic of thi s 
particular wing and observed in previous tests (references 1 and 3), 
are also evident in the :cesults of the present investigation. 
At Mach numbers where the 3-percent-chord spoil er shm{s a hi gh 
degree of effectiveness the infl uence of the spoil er extends to the 
viug root (fig. 14). At high supe:ccritical speeds where the effect 
of the 3-percent-chord spoiler has appreciabl y dimini shed, the 
3-percent-chord spoil er generall y modifies the span l oading only 
over tho outboard hal ~ of the semi span, the i nboard stations being 
essentially unaffected . On comparing the spanwise plots for 
the 6~:percent-chol"'d spoiler vli th the no -spoil er data shown in 
figure 14, it can be seen that the 6-percent -chord spoil er modifies 
the loading OVel" the entire span at those Mach numbers where the 
spoiler is most effective , as was true of the 3-percent -chord spoi ler . 
At high supercritical speeds, however, where the effectiveness of 
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the spoilel' decreases, the influence of t he 6-percent-chord spoiler 
is seen to still extend to the wing root for several of the angle-
of- attack and Mach number combinations. 
Pitching-Moment Characte~istics 
Large a.l1.d some,'rhat ir~egular variations in the span'YTlse section 
moment factor cmc2b2 / 82 at high supel~cri tical speeds noted in 
reference 1 for the vring with the :plai n ail eron are also character -
istic of the vling with spoil ers (figs . 221- t o 33 ) . These changes are 
fundamentally associated ,-rith t he lIDsymmetrical effects of shock and 
shock movement on the upper and 10W'er surfaces of the ail'foi l and 
are indicated by the pressUl'e pl ots of figu:: .. es 5 to 8. At Mach 
nv.mbel's in the approximate :cmlge f:com O. 82 to O. 90 the rearvrard 
movement of shock with the cha.'1ge in the negative direct :i. on of 
the press-eu'es on the l owei' surface of the airfoil predominated in 
affecti ng the ael"odynamic cl1aracte:dstics . At Mach numbers above 
app:toximately 0 . 90 the p~cessul'es on the aft half of the upper surface 
are reduced more than the preSS1ITeS on the corresponding portion of 
the 1 0yTer surface and the direction of the changes in aerodyn3IDic 
coeffic i ents just noted bel ow a Mach number of 0 · 90 aye therefore 
reversed-
The general effects of compressibil ity on 1Ving pitching-moment 
coefficient 8J..'e very similar for all spoil e::.' configurations (fig. 34) 
anQ the trends are the same as for the pl ain wing. The vari ation 
of wing pitching -moment coef:t'icient "rith angl e of attack and small 
negative aileron defl ect i ons i s quite simil ru' for 8~1 spoiler configu-
ration s . The geneJ':al variat i on of the incremental ,,,ing pi tchi ng -
moment coefficient 6.Cm """ith Mach number ( fig . 35 ) i s essentially 
the same for all spoileT config1ITations, the magnitude of the variation 
due to compressibility being s omevThat gl"eater for the l ru'ger spoiler . 
The magnitude of the incl'emental pi tc.r..i ng -moment coeffic i ent is 
apprOXimately the s.ame at b oth spoiler l ocati ons for the 3 - percent-
chord spoiler and gener ally has smaller posit i ve val ues at the 
6o - percent - chord l ocation for the 6-percent - chord spoiler . 
At speeds vhere the problem of wing tvlist in roll becomes 
serious , consideration must be e i ven to the pi tching moment , caused 
by a control , in relation to the rolliD~ moment developed by the 
control and the damping characteristics of the wing (reference 10). 
~'ling -Torsional ConsiQerations 
Torsional - stiffness calculations ,,,ere made in the analysis of 
reference I for an air :!)lane of 104 . 5 - f oot span .vi th plain aile::cons 
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for lateral contTol . It w'as o-e-(jermined that in order for this ail~­
plane tO ,retain at least 25' percent of the ' rigid-wing-rolling 
effectiveness at a Mach number of 0.88 and sea-level conditions, 
a Wifi..g vri th a minimum torsional stiffness at the midspan of the 
ailerons of 6,400,000 fcot-pounds per radian was necessary· Similar 
calculations have been made faT this airplane at a Mach number of O. 88 
and sea-level conditions with spoil ers used for lateral control. 
For the same rolling effectiveness , it was found that if spoilers 
are used for late:L'al control the 60 -percent -chord - spoilel' location 
gave smaller lTing-tvristing moments than the 70-per cent-chord location, 
and that spoilero at either 10cation gave appreciably smaller wing-
twisting moments than Qid the plain ailerons · As a conseQuence, a 
wing about one-half as rigid t orsionally as the wing with plain 
ailerons vTould be satisfactory .Then the spoilers moe used for lateral 
control. These res~llts are in line with the conclusions of reference 10. 
Hinge -Noment Characteristics ' 
For Mach numbers up to approximately 0 . 83 for most of the angle-
of-attack range, the s:9oilel's change the hinge-moment coefficient 
of the aileron in a neCE'.t1ve direction and compressibility has 
small effect on the coefficient up ,to this Mach number (figs . 36 
and 37)· As mentioned previously, the hinge -moment data of these 
tests are for an ~msealed aileron. At high supercrit~cal speeds, 
>",here marlced changes occur in airfoil characteristics as a j,"estut of 
critical shock conditions, laJ.'ge va:ciations in aileron hinge-
moment coefficient quite similcu~ to those noted for the no- spoiler 
configuration occur (fig. 37), At these high supercritical speeds 
the effect of the spoilers on the aileron hinge-moment coefficient , 
varies· For some conditions of angle of attack, aileron deflection, 
and Nach number the spol1e:cs change the aileron hinge-moment 
coefficient in a positive dir ection. At the highest speeds, for 
the most part, the change appemns to be negative as at 10vTer speeds. 
The variation of aileron hinge -moment coefficient against angle of 
attack (fig. 38) is quite reg~llar for speeds to a Hach number of 
approximately 0.83· At higher speeds , l arge i rregulro'ities similar 
to those previously noted occur· 
The present teste .indicate that ,a spoil er used in conjunction 
,.,i th ailerons for lateral control on the .ring investigated could 
be expected to reduce stick forces for speeds up to a Mach number 
of approximately 0.83. At speeds above this Mach number, however , 
where the large changes in aerodynamic characteristics occur the 
data indicate that the spoilers could be expected to increase stick 
forces for some of the speed conditi ons and generally would be 
unsatisfactory in improving hinge -moment characteristics (fig. 39) · 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A three -dimensional investigation of spoilers for lateral 
control at high speeds '-Tas made in the Lrulgley 8-foot high-speed 
tunnel. Three- and 6- percent -chord spoilers .Te:rc tested on the upper 
surface of a hi gh-aspect-:ratio wing at (j) - and 70-pe:rcent wing chord. 
The spoile:-..'s Vlere mounted ahead of conventional, 20-pe:rcent -chord, 
straight-sided-profile ailerons. Both the s~oilers and ailerons had 
the same Spru1 of 37 . 5 percent of the wj.ng semi span· The folloiiing 
statements specifically applying to the 'ving investigated can be 
made from the results of these '\Tind- tunnel tests: 
1. At Mach numbers below the l>1ach number corresponding to the 
b:reak: in the rolling-moment-coefficient curves the spoiler configu-
rations investigated gave l m.'ge rolling moments . There was appreciable 
improvement in rolling-moment coefficient '\Vi.t h rise in Mach number 
at speeds below the ro:4ng-moment -break Mach number. At Mach 
numbers above the rolling··moment-break: Mach number there was an 
abrupt decr ease in spoiler r olling-moment coefficient . The 6-percent-
chord spoilers, hOVTever, still retained a notable am~:nmt of their 
effectiveness at high supercritical speeds. The efrectiveness of 
the 3-percent-chord spoilers at high supeJ:'critical speeds varied 
from ineffective to moder ately effective (compared to the effective-
ness of the 6-percent - chord spoilers), depending on Mach number and 
angle of attack . 
2. The 6o-percent-chord - spOiler location "Tas found to be 
sU.peri02' to the 70-percent -chord location as reg8l"ds developing 
greater rolling moment. 
3· Calculations at a Mach number of 0. 88 indicated that for the 
same rolling effectiveness the spoilers at the 60-percent -chord 
location produced less twisting of the ,,,ing than at the 70-percent-
ChOl~d location J and that spoilers at either location produced 
appreciably smaller wing-twisting moments than 20-percent-chord 
plain ailerons. As a consequen~e, if spoilers are used for lateral 
control a wing having about one-half the torsional stiffness of the 
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4. 8:poi1ers used 'in conjunction 1vi th ailerons could be expected 
to reduce aileron stick forces for Mach numbers to approximately 0.83· 
At higher speeds the effect of the spoilers on aileron hinge moments 
vTas found to be i rregular . 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labora.tory 
National Advisory Committee fm:, Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va . 
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TABLE I 
DJJvlENSI ONS OF lUNG-TIP SHAPE 
(See fi g . 2. ) 
Pl[,n -for :"l conto1J.T 
! -
Dist ance forward of Distance r ee.rwa.rd of 
25-peTcent-chord 25 -·percent chord 
1L1.0, xi' 
(in . ) 
line , xr 
( i n . ) 
-




.268 1 ·307 
· 337 1 . 413 
. 436 1 . 565 
·529 1· 710 
·595 1 . 817 
.623 1 . 868 
-
Section contour a t :8 -:8 , fig . 2 
Uppe r -. sur f ace Lover -surface 
ordinate ) Zu or dinate, zL ( i n . ) ( in . ) 





.138 . 086 
.147 .094· 
.151 .098 
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TABLE II 
ORDINATES FOR NACA 65 -210 AIRFOIL 
[ Stati ons and or di nates in percen t vring chord] 
Upper surface Lower surface 
~-------~----------~.--- ------~------~ 











































































































L . E . radius : 0 .687 . Slope of radius 
through end of chord: 0 .084 
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NACA RM No. L7D21 CONFIDENTIAL Fig. la 
(a) Front view. 
Figure 1. - Wing of high -aspect ratio mounted on vertical support 
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NACA RM No. L7D21 CONFIDENTIAL Fig. Ib 
(b) View of right wing showing 6-percent-chord spoiler mounted on 
upper surface of wing at 70 -percent -chord location. 




NACA RM No. L7D21 CONFIDENTIAL Fig. Ic 
(c) Close-up of right wing tip showing o-percent-chord spoiler mounted 
on upper surface of wing at 70 -percent-chord location. 
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